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Abstract
Purpose: Design and establishment of Persian near reading card for clinical use and practice
Methods: At first, card dimension, word and character size and specifications were calculated.
Then, English near reading card, Richmond Product INC, was considered as a template. Context
and syntax contribute to reading accuracy and efficacy of the Richmond card was considered for
designed Persian card. Near reading acuity of 50 Persian native languages, that could read
conventional English texts, was compared with three near reading card (two designed Persian
cards and Richmond card). These cards randomly presented to the subjects. Visual acuity (VA)
was randomly measured with and without a cylindrical lens (+2.00 x 90) for all participants. VA
results and reading time were compared in three cards.
Results: Correlation coefficient of first and second Persian reading card were 0.824 and 0.817
(p<0.001) respectively. Plus cylindrical lens would change the reading time and VA in all reading
cards. Kappa index of agreement in these three cards was acceptable (61.1%). Comparison of
Persian cards and English card showed high sensitivity (97.5%). Specificity for 1.25 MAR cut point
for these charts was 55.6%. Reading time for Persian card was less than English card.
Conclusion: These finding implies that Persian near reading card may be used for near reading
acuity. It may be very useful for evaluation of visual function of Iranian and other Persian language
persons at near distance.
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Introduction
Visual acuity (VA) measurement is one of the
most important clinical procedures in
optometry and ophthalmology.1 Different VA
charts may be used for different purposes in
different centers.2 Regardless of test type,
patient instructions and education should be
considered as any other subjective tests.3
Patient misunderstanding about testing
procedure may be seductive.3 Therefore,
scientist tries to simplify the VA charts and
increase the accuracy, sensitivity and
performance of clinical VA chart.
Letters recognition and spatial resolution
are most common method for far and near
clinical VA charts.4 Landolt C and E chart are
the most common letter charts.4 However,
reading chart may be more complicated for
patients. Spatial resolution and reading
capabilities and skills are very important for
reading chart results.5 Reading charts are
usually used at near distance. Near vision
quality and quantity and better estimation of
near vision performance may be achieved by
near reading chart.5 Accommodation status
and stability, in usual near work may be
evaluated by near reading charts.5
Inconsistency of patient language or lack of
language proficiency is the most important
limitation for reading chart.6,7 Therefore,
English near reading chart could not be used
for every literate patient in any country.
Essentially, many letters in Persian
language have many dots. These "dots"
increase the spatial frequency of letters.6,7
Arabic language is the nearest language to
Persian but, four high spatial frequency letters
( چ، ژ، پ، )گare exclusively in Persian.
Additionally, many Iranian are not very fluent
in Arabic language. Persian near reading card
design may be more sophisticated than
English or Arabic card. Moreover, the spatial
frequency is not the only problem in card
design, high perceptual level of reading card
is another issue.8 Therefore, Persian near
reading card should be individually designed
for Persian speakers.
Millions of people around the world speak,
write and communicate with Persian
language. Their abilities and fluency in
Persian language is obviously better than any
second language. Therefore, English near
reading chart for many people with native
Persian language may be useless and
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sometime misleading. Standard Persian near
reading chart may be very useful for routine
and specific clinical examination. Near reading
chart may be essential for low vision patient,
vision therapies, visual efficiency and reading
performance, near glasses prescription and
many other clinical procedures. The first
Persian near reading card has been designed
for near vision evaluation. Like many of the
charts design; geometrical, physiological,
optical, language and literatures parameters
and factors should be considered for a
standard near card.

Methods
This study was registered with postgraduate
review board of rehabilitation school of Tehran
University of Medical Sciences (TUMS) and it
was approved by ethical committee of
rehabilitation school of TUMS (Reg. cod
2127/260/91).
Two English reading near card; from
Richmond Products INC (CAT No 11968R)
and Bernell Vocational near test card
(BC1196670) were chosen. Font style,
number of letters in each sentences and
number of row in each acuity line, the size and
number of print extending from the bottom of
the descenders (under the line) to the top of
the ascenders (above the line) were evaluated
in two cards. Each letter was magnified (10X)
and projected on a screen with a modified
lantern projector system. This allows accurate
measurements of each letter.
According to the letters that have been
used in the English near reading cards,
specific letters selected in Persian language.
An exact correspondence course in this case
did not exist in Persian and English
languages. English words are often vertical,
but Persian letters are mostly horizontal. "B
lotus" font was used for Persian reading
cards.
Students from three English institutes were
randomly chosen. Number of subject in each
institute was proportion to the total number of
upper intermediate student in each center.
Fifty upper intermediate English students
were participated in the study. The 64% of
participant were female and the average of
their age was 27.8±4.1 years.
Literary difficulties and context themes are
another issue in reading cards. Different
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studies show that non-visual information, such
as literary information, familiarity with text and
previous knowledge about the subject may be
very important in reading.5 Therefore, a simple
and new text was considered for Persian card.
Each row was about a different subject. The
participant could not guess next line easily.
Content and meaning of subject in reading
card is another issue. Some social, political,
economical, religious and other subject that is
controversial
may
affect
reading
achievements.
Two Persian reading cards with two
different fonts with the same size were
designed. As the font designed may influence
on the font legibility, we choose two common
Persian fonts.
Persian near reading card design was
according to these two English cards, but
comparison of two English near reading cards
did not show any significant differences.
Context, font and other geometrical,
physiological, optical, language and literature
parameters and reading performances were
not significantly different. Richmond card
(Richmond Products INC CAT No 11968R)
was
randomly
selected
for
clinically
comparison of English and Persian cards
(Appendix 3, page: 256). Two Persian cards
with the same parameter presented to
participants. We assigned two different cods
for two Persian cards. The practitioner was
not aware of the same cards. Near VA for
every participant was measured with three
cards; two Persian cards and one English
card. All of the cards had the same VA rows;
0.4 M, 0.5 M, 0.63 M, 0.8 M, 1 M, 1.25 M, 1.6
M, 2 M (Appendix 4 , page: 257).
Three cards randomly presented to them.
VA was measured without and with a plus
cylindrical lens (+2.00 X 90) over correction.
As the VA is non linear visual response and
it changes as a logarithmic function. However
its small optotypes may not show very many
differences but larger optotype may be
differently reported in subject with lower VA.
Therefore we must evaluate and compare
different parts of these charts.
VA results converted to minimal angle of
resolution (MAR). Statistical evaluations for
three cards could be easily accomplished with
M.A.R that is a quantitative parameter.

SPSS software were used for descriptive
(mean, standard deviation, minimum and
maximum) and analytical (pair T test, Pearson
correlation test) statistics. Sensitivity and
specificity was determined according to 1.25
MAR (20/25) cut point. Agreement of these
charts was shown by kappa sensitivity and
specificity.

Results
Comparisons of MAR (minimum angle of
resolution) acuity in three charts with and
without plus cylindrical lens are shown in
table 1.
Comparison of MAR without lens in first
Persian card with English card shows good
correlation coefficient (0.824, p<0.001) but,
when the subject sees the chats with plus
cylindrical lens, correlation coefficient with
these charts would be 0.756 (p<0.001).
Correlation coefficient for second Persian card
and English card without and with cylindrical
lens was 0.817 (p<0.001) and 0.777
(p<0.001), respectively. VA with and without
lens was significantly (p<0.001) different in
pair T test in English and two Persian reading
cards (p<0.001).
According to the 20/25 cut point, two Persian
card showed the same kappa coefficient
(61.1%). These two Persian charts in
comparison of English chart showed high
sensitivity (97.5%) and moderate specificity
(55.6%). Agreement of the first Persian card
according to the MAR with English card was
0.752 and for second Persian card and
English card was 0.742.
Reading time for two Persian and English
card are shown in table 2. First and second
Persian reading card showed low correlation
coefficient with English card (0.503 and 0.322
respectively). Reading time for the first
Persian card and English card was
significantly different (p=0.019) but, it is not
significantly different (p=0.987) for the second
chart.
Correlation coefficient time with plus
cylindrical lens was respectively 0.444 and
0.478 for first and second Persian card. No
significant differences was seen in reading
time in these chart after applying lens (p>0.20).
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Table 1. The visual acuity (MAR) in three chart with and without lens
Mean

Standard Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Persian chart 1
Persian chart 2
English chart

1.24
1.23
1.33

0.22
0.23
0.30

1.00
1.00
1.00

2.00
2.00
2.50

Persian chart 1
Persian chart 2
English chart

3.05
3.05
3.43

1.10
1.05
1.04

1.25
1.00
1.25

5.00
5.00
5.00

Without cylindrical lens
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With cylindrical lens

Table 2. The time (seconds) in three chart with and without lens
Mean

Standard Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Persian chart 1
Persian chart 2
English chart

19.44
21.72
21.80

5.61
7.31
7.74

8.00
9.00
10.00

35.00
46.00
45.00

Persian chart 1
Persian chart 2
English chart

10.66
10.08
11.38

6.09
6.68
8.17

3.00
2.00
4.00

30.00
35.00
43.00

Without cylindrical lens

With cylindrical lens

Discussion
Design of near reading card was the main aim
of this study. It was accomplished according
to the psychophysical principles of spatial
resolution of the eye9 and Persian alphabets.
But, we must determine the sensitivity of
these Persian reading cards. As we consider
the Richmond Products INC (CAT No
11968R) as a reference reading card, our
result shows Persian reading card is very
sensitive (97.5%) reading card. Therefore, it
may be used in general clinical practice. It
means this reading card is good predictor for
many visual problems and patients who are
suffering from visual and reading problems.
But, as its specificity is 55.6%, it implies VA
may be underestimated for normal subjects.
This finding is very common in non-English
reading cards.10 It may be due to specific
pattern of alphabets in non English alphabets.
Horizontal, vertical and oblique direction of
alphabets and different forms of them in
different words need different visual
processing.11
Our result showed Persian near reading
card is an acceptable and reliable reading
card for person who speaks Persian. Many
Persian speakers may live outside Iran.
Therefore, Persian near reading card may be
useful for them.
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All the participants were Iranian and their
native language was Persian. They studied
English as a second language. Therefore, as
it is shown in table 2 reading time with English
card in all situations are more than Persian
cards. Visual performance with different retinal
blurred image may be different12,13 because,
VA is a logarithmic scale.12,13 As it is shown in
table 2, reading time for English card without
cylindrical over correction is more than
reading time for the same card with cylindrical
over correction. The same results are shown
for Persian cards. English reading card
without cylindrical overcorrection showed
significant (p<0.05) longer reading time than
Persian card in the same situation, but with
cylindrical overcorrection no significant
differences could be found between English
and Persian cards. Previous perceptual
experiences, meridional magnification of
cylindrical overcorrection, increasing the letter
size may be the other reasons for these
findings.12,13 Reading speed and response
time for different charts with the same
language may be completely different.6,7 For a
person, VA results with Snellen chart may be
different from reading chart at the same
distance.14
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Comparison of reading cards in different
situation may be more informative about their
relations or differences. Plus cylindrical lens
provides a good comparison point. Plus
cylindrical lens causes simple myopic
astigmatism.15 It changes the VA without any
significant stimulation of accommodation.
Other lenses (minus spherical or cylindrical
lenses) may change accommodation demand;
consequently stable accommodative response
may not be predictable.16 Plus spherical lens
does not change VA significantly. Comparison
of three cards with plus cylindrical lens reveals
good relation of these three cards.
Applying plus cylindrical lens over the
subject's eye may induce unpredictable VA.
Many research reports show that there is not
a linear relation between VA and refractive
error.17,18 In other word, as the refractive error
increases the VA globally worsens, but many
confounders many change the patient's
responses. As we find correlation coefficient
with English reading card and two Persian
cards was decreased after putting plus
cylindrical lens over correction. It is the same
concept for using different near cards that
may show different VA despite of the same
chart language.19
MAR acceptable agreement of first and
second Persian cards with English card (0.752
and 0.742, respectively) implies these Persian
reading near card are suitable for effective
and correct measurement of near reading
acuity in Persian language. The main reason
that we used two Persian reading cards was
their different Persian fonts that were used in

these cards. Two different B lotus fonts seem
the same in this card.
Therefore, B lotus font Persian reading
card would be suitable for patients that
English reading near card is not usable or
available for them. It is expected that these
Persian near reading card may be widely used
in Iran and other Persian language countries.
Some limitation should be considered for the
study. First of all, there is not a standard
validate or similar study for reading near card
in Iran. As our study is preliminary study in
this regard, we suggest evaluating these
reading cards in a bigger population with
different visual and ocular conditions. But,
presenting the first Persian reading near card
was the most important power of this study.
Considering the psychophysical principle of
chart design and Persian language, writing
concepts and semantics rules of texts are the
most important advantages of this study.
Many English reading card may show very
different letter size. Therefore, usually in
clinical practice it is recommended to declare
the chart's name with patient VA. It may also
recommend for these Persian reading card.
However, long-term clinical practice and
comparing the Persian reading card with other
cards may improve its reliability.

Conclusion
These finding implies that Persian near
reading card may be used for near reading
acuity. It may be very useful for evaluation of
visual function of Iranian and other Persian
language persons at near distance.
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